• Theories and models forsoftwarecomprehension;
• Program conaprdaension processes and strategies;
• Cognitive models in program comprehension;
• Expea'iments with comprehension mode_;
• Knowledge, program representation forms and repositories for program comprehension;
• Tools facilitating software comprehension;
• Comprehension during large scale maintenance, reengineeting, and migration;
• Reuse reengineering and concept assignment processes;
• Reverse engineering strategies to support comprehension;
• Innovativc technologies forreverse engineering;
• Case, studies in reverse engineering, re_engineering, and maintenance with focus to program undetUamding;
• Guidelines for facilitating program comprehension (based on observation and experimentation);
• Computer Supported Collaborative Understanding (CSCU);
• Understanding systems built using distributed object technology;
• User interfaces, software v/sualization and animation;
• Understanding product line systems. Authorsof accepted demos are also invited to exhibit their tool at the ICSE 2001 exhibits and tools fair.
Working sessions
We also invite proposals for working sessions (90 minutes eae.h) on any of the topics areas mentioned above. Working sessions are designed around a specific theme and should be more interactive than a panel session. Working session proposals (maximum one page in IEEE proceedings format) should include the leader of the session (working session ehai 0 and the list of co-authors with their short debate statements.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20020027140 2020-02-03T06:05:25+00:00Z (2), and a physical dimensions expression (3).
Parsers recognize formulae in these translated phrases. For example, a dynamics expert parser would include the rule (4), be able to recognize the phrase (2) as Newton's law, and annotate the data structure.
force _ mass * acceleration (4)
The units expert parser can reduce (3) and verify units.
These properties ( This is a preprint or reprint of a paper intended for presentation at a conference. Because changes may be made before formal publication, this is made available with the understanding that it will not be cited or reproduced without the permission of the author.
